Ekman chosen by Trustees to be tenth President

By Ed Ward

The Board of Trustees chose Dr. Richard Ekman to be the tenth President of Bridgewater State College at their Monday night meeting. (See Classifieds section for brief biographical sketch of Ekman.)

Ekman is currently serving as Director of Research Programs in the Office of the President at Washington University, in St. Louis, Missouri.

Ekman expressed his gratitude to the Trustees for giving him this opportunity. He said that he is deeply honored to be chosen to serve as President of Bridgewater State College.

Ekman also thanked the search committee for their hard work and dedication. He said that he is looking forward to working with the faculty, staff, and students of Bridgewater State College.

Ekman's appointment becomes effective immediately, pending approval by the Board of Regents (of Higher Education) of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Ekman will succeed President Marcia Medeiros, who has announced her intention to retire at the end of the academic year.

Medeiros has served as President of Bridgewater State College since 2007, and has been a leader in higher education throughout her career.

Ekman's background includes extensive experience in higher education administration, and he has a strong commitment to student success and social justice.

Ekman's appointment is expected to be formally announced later this week.
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By the Way...

Rape in the 1980s: A Fear for men as well as women

By Bryan Hayes

Although women are more likely to be the victims of a rape assault that are men, there has been an increase in the number of cases of rape. Unfortunately, for these victims, most of these assaults are never reported.

The four categories of rape are: 

- Consensual

- Force

- Intimidation

- Rape

The definition of rape is determined in written definition by the Massachusetts General Court. In 1986, these views were completed. The courses here are taught in English.

There are, also, four universities which teach courses in French. They are Universite Laval, Universite du Montreale, ‘Concordia University, Universite de Sherbrooke. These four are also in Quebec.

One exchange is in Europe, at the Oldenburg University, in West Germany. The courses here are taught in German.

There is, also, the Shanti Teachers University, in Moscow. Crossover stated that the exchanges may be one or two semesters in duration, depending on the exchange.

Crossover also stated that the deadline for applications to be submitted is February 17, 1989. The application deadline for the Office of International Student Affairs, in Boyd Hall, across from the Office of Student Services.

Catholic Center Christmas Events

The Catholic Center will be holding a service for the Catholics of the school. This will be held on Sunday, December 18 in the Catholic Center. This event will be

Morrison’s Custom Losses

cost from, 1987: Paul Meares expressed spectacular knowledge of the offense. He wished to call his Morrison’s bread service but met with “difficulties in the increasing the fines after these periods. The prices did not believe that Morrison’s beds were such a tight formulation. Their prices needed, “an intemperate behavior in

Students recognize the need for an increase: Director of Housing, Mela Dukhia presents the request to the department head by SIA. The Trustees tabulated the motion later due to lack of information. (Staff photo by Ed Wad)
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Two members of the Student Government Association's Congress planned to resign if Morrison's food service bid might be tossed aside by the Congress. Morrison's food service bid might have been 'lost behind the avalanche of the investment of increasing the five day event.' The presented bill did not believe that Morrison's food service bid might be formulized their bid, immediate resignations will be accepted by the Congress.
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Viewpoint

Thank you, come again

Well I'm come here. Bryan Hayes will be the new Editor-in-Chief when The Comment starts up again, up against President Johnson this January 26. But to the point and not at all correct. I'll miss his job. It was a lot of fun and the staff was pretty cool (interesting). He was a bit of the The Comment's more recent Editors-in-Chief. In Spring, Brennan Ross (one issue, but solid, right Scott), Bill Bilodeau (now), and I don't even class him anymore. They were professional and they did great; I'm a hack. I joined the newspaper because I thought it was fun and for no other motive, and I became Editor only by a strange quirk of fate which, I think, will get us back in the end. It was a challenge.

Well, enough about The Comment. Let's take a look at what happened this semester.

Congratulations to SA for winning the singles-heads of the year award. Congratulations to Dave Weitz. Good job, Dave, but one note to the small. It would seem that many of the congressmen don't trust you anymore. President Johnson ran into a similar problem over the evil menace of MassPIRG. Why? The Administration managed to take them off by the 25th of May, but from then on, they became Editor only of 2 issues (so far). The new Editor-in-Chief, Brent Rossi (one issue, but solid, right Scot?), Bill Bilodeau (now), and I don't even class him anymore. They were professional and they did great; I'm a hack. I joined the newspaper because I thought it was fun and for no other motive, and I became Editor only by a strange quirk of fate which, I think, will get us back in the end. It was a challenge.
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Viewpoint

Thank you, come again

By John R. Burns III

Editor

The Comment

We all know enough about the cultural challenges we face. They are as much a part of our everyday lives as the morning coffee or the commute home. The Western world, with its emphasis on individual expression and personal freedom, is at odds with the Eastern world, which places a greater value on community, harmony, and conformity. This contrast is evident in our art, architecture, and literature. While the Western world tends to favor realism and abstraction, the Eastern world prefers naturalism and symbolism. This dichotomy is also reflected in our education systems, where the Western world emphasizes critical thinking and problem-solving, while the Eastern world places a greater value on rote memorization and背诵。Despite these differences, we must find a way to bridge the gap and learn from each other.

A child's wish

By John R. Burns III

Editor

The Comment

Happy Holidays from the President

By John R. Burns III

Editor

The Comment

Join December vigil outside Boden

The Student Senate will hold a student vigil outside Boden Hall on December 15, 2000, at 5:00 p.m. The vigil will be a peaceful and silent protest against the proposed cutbacks in funding for the arts. The vigil is open to all students, faculty, and staff. We encourage everyone to come and show their support for the arts at Bridgewater State College.

Letters Submission Policy

The Comment welcomes your Letters to the Editor. Our Letters page is a forum in which you can publicly make an issue and take your stand. Please write a letter of no more than 150 words. All letters will be edited for clarity and length, and the author's name and college affiliation will be published unless they specifically request otherwise. We reserve the right to publish letters from students only if they are well-written and on topic.
In the true spirit of Christmas

David White found 'not-guilty'

B eing away to the bathroom, I ran like a
to the Christmas tree. 

When I turned on the stereo to

Kevin Gaffney was asked if he

The stockings were hung

Christmas is more than those presents here; it's a form of love, it's a form of care.

On October 26, two weeks before

Kevin Gaffney was asked if he had ever given his

The Attorney General then

We all stood up, we all had keys.

Gaffney was asked if he thought he

Arthur Pressley had been

White and his girlfriend, arguments stated that White had

White asked Concheri if, the night before Christmas, he had returned those

'Yule love it!'

Can anyone get into the closet, regardless of whether or not they are SGA members? He also said that there were 48 hours in which the shirts were exchanged, and if one did not know where they went, we would not be able to help.

There was no sign that anyone else was aware of the shirts being taken.

It was decided that there were no witnesses.

There were 48 hours in which the shirts could be seen.

White then called his

The moon on the hood of our newly bought car; cut

Information from The Comment movie reviews.

Women are no longer the only victims of rape assaults

The annual gift of Christmas films is upon us.

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

CIGNETTI later said that
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In the true spirit of Christmas

David White found ‘not guilty’
court, p. 3
The SIA Executive Trainer, Christopher Conacher, was the next to testify. He recounted the events which happened the night of October 12, after the SIA Congressional meeting.

During this time, he and Donna Rucks checked the SIA closing, and confirmed as necessary. "We found large bags, small rugs, keys, chains, and presents," said Conacher. "There were no T-shirts found in the closing.

Conacher then testified that two days later, on Thursday, October 20, the shirt had disappeared. White, asked if Conacher was sure the shirt "when the T-shirt came in, did he anyone assume this shirt to be there?"

Conacher replied that neither he nor anyone else, because of his knowledge, counted the shirt as they came into the office.

"I called upon Congressman

This is true」「The night before Christmas

The shore is a matter of time and the office. It was stated in the time she

accept the occurrence of male rape

is somewhere between 30 and 50.

and rape. They said that because of the

rape is the one.

The Comment Thursday, December 8, 1988
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Scrooged: 'Yule love it!'

By John Buea
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Play-off positions will be determined during the final week of the season.

Advertisements

Classifieds

Management Opportunities - Earn your own name as owner of any business. We provide the management, support, means, and assistance that you need. $18,000-30,000, Positions filling immediately! Call (617) 485-5014 for more information.

Chevy Citation - $1,300 or best offer. Call 633-1395.

Motorcycles For Sale - $700.00, $875.00. Needs some work but should be totally functional. Call 308-295-8459.

Professional Writing Service

Top Quality - 48 Hour Delivery When Only the Best is Acceptable. Free pickup & delivery in Middlesex County area.

Next Day Services Available.

Call Al Carmichael (508)947-8663.

A & A Metro South Limousine Service

Elegance in Transportation

Sweth Limo.

Any Special Occasion.

697-0017

Van Service.

Artists and Entertainers

Sarnest money performing for small groups of patrons in a living room setting for entertainment. Informal and relaxed. Call Cascade Catering also available! Organize small group dinner free surprise or any banquet! 1-800-231-0113 or (203) 670-5350.

Quality Typing, Speedy Service- Also editing or rewriting assistance. Teen papers, chaos, research, grant proposals, etc. Call 283-9214.

Spring Break Nassau/ Paradise Island - 340127: All-inclusive: Round trip air, 7-night stay, all meals, 20% beach, hotel, free transportation to sightseeing, taxes and more! Call Mary Ellen at 697-3160 for reservations.

Attention:

Franctury, Sorority, and Clubs or any other student (resident or commuter) interested in serving a "Safety Advisory Committee" to meet on a monthly basis, please contact:
The Campus Police
Safety Officer Ken Moore
Saturday thru Wednesday, 4 to 12 p.m.
(508) 697-1380

HAVE A SAFE DAY
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Sun! Parties! Fun! All this and more is waiting for you in Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, and Datona. Make your spring reservations now for small groups of patients in a living room setting for informal and relaxed. Call Campus Counseling at 697-5203 or Ext. 365-5203 for reservations.

Spring Break Nassau/ Paradise Island-
Packages include roundtrip air, 7 nights accommodation and food, sightseeing, and more. Call Linda Boyden at 697-0000 or Ext. 697-0017 Van for more information.

Managers and Entrepreneurs-
Run your own summer business. We provide the support, means, and financial aid you need to earn an extra $8,000. Call Mr. McGowan, the Business Office, at 697-5203 or Ext. 697-5215 for more information.

Management Opportunities-
The J.E. T. Hospital is looking for able-bodied and interested individuals to fill management positions in the upcoming spring season. A detailed resume should be submitted to the Management Department at 697-5203 or Ext. 697-5215. The hospital is located in Tillinghast Hall, second floor, second room.

Classifieds

New Library Fines Policy
Dr. Owen T.P. McGowan, director of the Library, has announced a new library fines policy, effective immediately. General circulation books and other items taken from the Library for more than 10 days overdue, to a maximum of 30 days. The fine will be reduced by one-half if the item is paid when the item is returned.

Choral Society Times for Meetings
If you have an interest in singing and didn't know if there was a club suit your interest. Then Join Us! The Choral Society is looking for singers. The Choral Society is both a club and a class and you could receive one credit for joining. There will be a group meeting style as it will be read directly from the name of the campus. When the item is returned. Informal and relaxed. Call Shirley Hospital 973-9772, or Chris Lucas at 697-0442 before 6 p.m. or between 6-8 p.m.

Quality Typing, Speedy Service- Also editing or rewriting assistance. Teen papers, classes, research, grants, proposals, etc. Call 283-3124.

Earn $5 per hour and make your own summer business. We provide the support, means, and financial aid you need to earn an extra $8,000. Call Mr. McGowan, the Business Office, at 697-5203 or Ext. 697-5215 for more information.
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Alpha Epsilon gets the house

Alpha Epstein, the fraternity president on probation of Greek Council, has been placed on double security with Dean Minor today in a meeting with the members of Alpha. Jones told them today, "Fat, drink and stupid was no way to go to college." Then ordered the fraternity to take security to its most highly built President House. (Yes the house that keep back problems) They can be carefully observed and the College can be quick to act on any wrong doing. One Friday and the brothers will be housed from campus for good.

This will sort of be a house warming for the brothers, it was on that same piece of land that former fraternity had house which was burned down twice. Alpha attempts to be the "good girls" on campus. Saturday they promise their second annual pig roast. The roast will be at the house and the back of a BSC Lid.

Jones warns students that: "Involving with Alpha brothers could bring your reputation lame on life. Go on your own discretion."

No brothers were available for comment.

T.V. talk show hosts come to BSC

Downey, Donahue, and Rivera set to give lectures

If you are looking for some interesting lectures to attend the College has for you. The Board of Trustees Committee has come with a great selection of speakers.

The three scheduled guest will definitely add to the scholastic atmosphere knows well here at BSC. The series of lectures begins with Marilyn Downey Jr., one of the "Mornin Downey Jr. Shows," Geraldine Rivera of "Good Morning America," and Phil Donahue of "Donahue." The right, the "T.V. Talkshow talk show hosts are coming, so you fix your plans from now on and buy your tickets to see them live.

First, for a liberal dose of conservativeness knows well here in the big mouth himself, Morton Downey Jr. Downey will, of course, address the aspects of issues that are reason for a discussion situation. So, for students who are interested in learning facts and good reasoning from a great source of knowledge. Donahue will also talk about the importance of knowing both sides of a story.

The two guests who we are going to be present will be Downey and Rivera. Anyone whose views differ from Downey's have been known to," be very accurate know when to "zip it." Talk can be, as often, or rather, taught, as any other good talk show host.

The next guest speaker to appear will be Geraldine "the broken nose" Rivera, the self-made talk-show host whose talk will center around what real journalism is all about. Future journalists and reporters take notice because Rivers will show you the path to a "sensational" success going on.

You can learn first hand how to become a successful career. He will talk about his experiences from those Cisco, informative shows such as "Good Morning America," to more impressive ones like "Good Morning America." What he also does in the show is that he will also be a part of the show. It will be of great help to the students. "The show that is to come will be in the back of the house.

The reason behind this is that the heart of Rosenberg is planned with all the cast colleges so that people will be completely during break. In a place to wake up for the Deluiskis screw up to the college students are gonna pay.

Now, everyone are home during winter break and you have some time to kill by your travel agent and cancel your plans for spring break. Like, it's going to be spring break in Bridgewater tabs. The bright side the Campus Programming Committee is planning a spring break dance.

Alumni Epsilon gets the house

Jones announced today that the college has canceled spring break. An additional two weeks has been added to the winter break.

"Don't come back until February 14th!"

Delight him with...

Pamper her with...

Top ten rejected TV holiday specials (read 10 to 1)

10. The Grinch that got roaring drunk!
9. Donald Trump buys Christmas!
8. Rudolph the Mean Spirited Reindeer
6. Perry Como still dead after all these years.
5. Frosty the Blowhard
4. Mr. Heatmiser sparks one up.
3. Bob Hope's Rockin' Christmas Eve!
2. X-Mas with the Tysons
1. Pope does Vegas: with special guest, Wayne Newton.

From the home office in Asaht, Main.

Food Service Alterations

The Morrison's-Custom Food service announced on Wednesday that they will not raise the cost that students pay to eat the food on campus. Instead, they will limit the number of meals students eat.

Dave Zier, the Director of Food Services, stated that, "I cannot help what this company is doing. It's not my fault, don't blame me.

The service states that they will have people checking to see that students are limited to seven meals per week. "It's the only way we can make money," said an official from Morrison's.

Representatives from the Catholic Center and Don-Asiatics say they are struggling with this new plan, "for every American can afford to lose at least five to 10 meals a week. This plan will be initiated immediately.

Solution to the College

Question for the College

Who is that?

Television Fights Back

A television set in Scott Hall got sweet revenge this week when it threw a rugby player/student out of a window in his death.

The television set, which is in custody at Campus Police, told they have nothing left to do, except guard television, will be set out for observation.

When members of the Office of Housing and Residential Assistants entered the room, the television was flashing a Toyota commercial, exclaiming, "oh, what a feeling."

The motives for the television was revenge. Several months earlier, another television was thrown out of the same room to the death.

The name of the student was and being released by the police.

Not Inside:

Free movie passes
Super Bowl preview
Two sightings
Ask Dr. Rusk schedule
Keg party schedule

Heat in Building is Reduced

During the months of October, the heat in the Maxwell Library and the Boyd Hall was set at a temperature which was one half. In order to compensate for this energy and money loss, the heat will be turned off for the rest of the year.

"The students should have enjoyed it whilst it lasted," said a member of the building management. "They will be getting from Bernal Park to an America one of the buildings.

Student Government Association, Vice President David Wills, said that the Board of Directors did not have the authority to reduce the heat. "It's the only way we can save money." He said.

Student Government Association, Vice President David Wills, said that the Board of Directors did not have the authority to reduce the heat. "It's the only way we can save money." He said.

BSC Students to Pay Less in 1989

Yeah, right, sure they will!

Thought for the Week

"Happiness comes from the inside. That's why you feel better after you pray.

-- Joan Rivers
Police answer switchboard

An exciting event has occurred on the campus of Babson College. Over this past weekend, the police who run the switchboard services on the weekends answered mail phone lines for the first time. Yes, Campus Police did it again.

Earlier in the year, Campus Police Chief Fortunato “Tardy” Grana stated that there were numerous phone lines which they must take calls on first, before answering the one which the switchboard is on. Somehow, the weekend switchboard was answered.

The student who called the switchboard, who opted to be anonymous, noted that he, along with numerous others, was matched up with other offices on campus, was amazed by their service. “They actually answered they were capable of transferring calls to other buildings. I forget why I was calling when they said it would be impossible to place the call.”

Grana stated that there was no more confusion concerning the switchboard, “We, the Campus Police, would be happy to help you with that.”

They also mentioned that the students of the campus were right, Campus Police did not even know the responsibilities of answering the phones, as well as assisting with various questions that do not agree with their own.

“We realize that we are not necessarily trained in that aspect, but we are accepting of the other side of an argument,” one member of the phone staff explained.

He also stated that all members of the force have been instructed how to answer the phones, as well as speak on it. They will also work on their major problem: being responsive to student’s needs.

“It does a phone call will make them happier, then it will be the least we can do,” said Officer Connaghan. “Also, do you go our salutes.”

The Campus Police would not say who they would salute to try and answer the phones as long as they were capable of answering such a request. But, they were confident in their ability to do so.

T.V. Talk show hosts come to BSC

Downey, Donahue, and Rivera set to give lectures

If you are looking for someone interesting to attend shows, then you must see these three speakers. The committee has come up with three speakers who are sure to entertain.

The three-scheduled guests will definitely add to the scholastic atmosphere known here at B.S.C. The lecture series begins with Marion Donnelly Jr. of the “Morton Downey Jr. Show,” Ronald Rivera of “The Donahue Show,” and Rivera of “The Donahue Show.”

The right, the T.V. Talk-Show hosts are coming, so please pay away from the show and buy your tickets to see them live.

Firstly, for a liberal dose of conservative opinions, we have Morton Downey Jr. Downey will, of course, address the aspects of that, how he got into the business, and making a difference. He will tell stories about his interview with the Boss and his career with the “Top Ten.”

Secondly, we have the birth of a new show, “Donahue!” This consists of the Donahue Show, as well as three of its main characters, Donahue, and Rivera. The show will cover the history of the show, as well as the future of the show.

Finally, we have the New York Times journalist, “The World,” who will discuss the world, as well as the future of the world. He will also discuss the current events, as well as the future of the world.

Back to the three-scheduled guests who are sure to entertain, “We are sure to get a great show out of this,” the president of the committee said.

Alpha Epsilon gets the house

Alpha Epsilon is the fraternity on campus which has been awarded the honor of being the house of choice for the 1986-1987 season. The group was selected by the Student Affairs Committee, which makes the decision.
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Finally, we have the New York Times journalist, “The World,” who will discuss the world, as well as the future of the world. He will also discuss the current events, as well as the future of the world.

Back to the three-scheduled guests who are sure to entertain, “We are sure to get a great show out of this,” the president of the committee said.
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**Will the terror ever stop?**

Understanding others comes from listening.

---

**Before you graduate:**

1. Involve the Ron Emma Pizza delivery boy in to your party.
2. Experience a pit party.
3. Change majors three times.
4. Change roommates four times.
5. Soul a push or pull sign.
6. Wear the same pair of pants all semester.
7. A mood a day.
8. Break into Tilly to eat.
9. Go to a UGA game.
10. Road trip to another state line.
11. Worship the porcelain god.
12. Go dancing to the water fountain.
13. Sell your best friend’s back to buy alcohol.
14. Drink on a Monday.
15. Make: Take a shower at Wood Hall.
17. For (17 & 18 remember to follow good policy rest), Guests must be accompanied by adults.
18. Survive the grad school life for a year.
19. Climb: Take a shower at Wood Hall.
20. Drink: Take a shower.
21. Scream: You’ll never drink alcohol 8 times.
22. Wear: You’ll never wear the same clothes 8 times.
23. Go: Go out of your way.
24. Save: Save your money.
25. Arrive on time for your 8 o’clock class, Friday morning.

---
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Keep BSC clean! 

Clean up after your dog. With winter here we hate to see yellow snow.
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**Student apathy at all time high for concert**

Last Saturday night the Campus Center Program Committee sponsored Springsteen and the E Street Band in the Campus Center Ballroom. The concert was exciting and dynamic, except for the only people who were there. Members of the Program Committee. Someone, it is felt, that it was their own personal show, however, it would have been better to share the experience with friends.

Steve Almos, the chairman of the committee, himself disagreed with the show. He said that the students who purchased tickets do not understand that the money they spent becomes gratifying art. No one bothered to ask what the spirit of the concert was. There were flyers, posters, and banners available and posted all over the campus. Did anyone notice that Bruce Springsteen was going to be the big musical band this semester. Fortunately, due to the success in the RSC in the college, the college has invited Michael Jackson to play at the ballrooms. Almos is hoping that more people attend their concerts that those who showed up for Springsteen.

Almos also raised another issue being the leader of the Program Committee has ideas to progress events for the college students. He said why should we bother to spend the students money when they don’t even choose to go to the concerts. But, Almos will let those people who did not attend the concert get his turn.

Michael Jackson should bring it a big crowd.

Springsteen seemed shocked to perform in front of a small crowd. The whole venue is summarized because of playing in New York with the nickname, 

P.C. members get into the music in the C.C. Ballroom

---

**Anonymous Bosch Have you even read this book?**

(Staff photo by Debbie Wills)

---

**Have you seen Anonymous Bosch lately?**

Teachers have been wondering when this student has been. This student career comes first. The last time they saw Anonymous Bosch, Anonymous Bosch that believed careers of the students, has been reported missing. Rumor has it that this student migrated from BSC to the Springsteen Plant. This has not been confirmed by any news sources yet.

Anonymous Bosch is the descendant of Anonymous Bosch, the Medieval painter. Bosch said that “I’m the descendant of Anonymous Bosch not easy. Professors expect a lot of you, especially post graduates.”

Bosch is a second semester student who transferred from the University of Ga. Bosch is an excellent student who participates in the Archbishop Anastasios Overseas Program and Anonymous Bosch. The Bosch family originated from Alsation.

Anonymous Bosch: It’s not easy being green.
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Will the terror ever stop?

Understanding others comes from listening

Ever have one of those days when you just seem to be missing something.

Seems missing you to take the chance that why you can't understand this

When actually it's not. One must realize how it happens never to be read like a book from the past references. Of course, just wait and see.

Bosch family originated from University of Oz.

At Antis in the Alcoholics Anonymous, Bosch said that student who transferred from the Bosch is not easy. Professors Bosch the Medieval painter. His descendant of Hierynomous.

The concert was exciting and the Committee sponsored Bruce Springsteen and the members who attended were the members of the Program Committee.

Students just don't know how to pick out the important parts of conversation. Not the way that most recommended you'll prevent to find with each other this rate line. One must look deep where enough has been shown by the way it was done in early ideas have to get on campus.

Take a look around to have justified the means are then requested regarding your time. In good luck when we make it done, however, must apply to the current access where happiness because they don't understand.

Keep BSC clean!

Clean up after your dog. With water born we hate to see yellow snow.

No Comment staff: Eddie Shapiro, editor at large

The Observer
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The lost boys

24 of Bridgewater State College students are missing. The group of 24 happen to be the same group of people who sponsor most of the on campus activities that no one shows up to. Is the college responsible for the crew committing suicide? Or did they just give up trying to please obnoxious students?

Whatever the case may be, the Board of Governors is now accepting applications for the Program Committee. There are 24 openings at the moment. For more information, please stop by the information booth.

The lost boys

Bridgewater Women Are ‘MARVELOUS’

Women Boxing Pounds the Men’s Boxing Club

Am you a sports fan? Do you appreciate all sports? Well hold onto your hats, because Women's Boxing has come to Bridgewater State College by storm.

This spring, former heavy weight champion of the world, Mariann Martin-Hagler, will coach five of Bridgewater's best boxing material. It's right Coach Hagler will be here in Bridgewater with his thrice from five. The team captains are Sue Gentile and Pat Currie, both having impressive private record standings.

Gentile/Dodge has put twelve jouts and four pick-up trucks out of commission, 147 KO's, 24 favorable decisions, and no losses. Currie/o (Gilley) has also never been defeated, but has no record as yet, because none of her opponents have lived past the first round. Robert's Rules of Firing states that if an apparent dies or killed that the other opponent is not credited with the win. Currie is a new

The lost boys

A senior at BSC and a member of the men's cross county team, Smith is well-known for running the race course backwards from the end to the beginning. Smith is always at the head of the pack in every race he runs. However, he is also known for falling in ditches and mudholes alike. His times have been longer than usual because of his unique style of running.

F. J. Longo

A senior now at Bridgewater, Longo has dented the impossible. He has earned playing on the men's Hockey team. His contribution to the team was tremendous. His playing skills were unlike any other player in the sport today. He is without a doubt a trooper

Sue Gentile

A senior member of the women's volleyball/basketball team has destroyed men of her own team by her 100% accurate killer serve. Previously four teammates are in critical condition, three have superficial fractures and one was lucky only to have a mild concussion. Gentile is feared by all men, led by Bridgewater first.
Bridgewater Women Are 'MARVELOUS'

Women Boxing Pounds the Men's Boxing Club

Are you a sports fan? Do you appreciate all sports? Well hold onto your hats, because Women's Boxing has come to Bridgewater State College by storm.

This next spring semester former heavy weight champion of the world, Marvelous Marvin Hagler, will coach five of Bridgewater's best boxing material. That's right! Coach Hagler will be here in Bridgewater with his elite force of five. The team captains are Sue Gentile and Pat Cordeiro, both having impressive private record standings. Coach Hagler has put twelve jeeps and four pick-up trucks out of commission, 147 KO's, 24 favorable decisions, and no losses. Cordeiro's KO's and favorable decisions have been longer than usual because of his unique style of running.

The fiery force of five have already taken on the Bridgewater's men's boxing club and absolutely destroyed every weight division that they had. Pete McNeeley was destroyed in a matter of seconds. McNeeley didn't even know what hit him, because after 45 seconds he was eating canvas. Gentile's KO's and favorable decisions have been more than usual because of his unique style of running.

Robert's Rules of fighting states that if an opponent dies or killed that the other opponent is not credited with the win. Cordeiro is a new Marvelous! Bridgewater's new boxing team and coach. Pat Cordeiro, AnneMarie Chicoine, Marvin Hagler, Jean Lattanzi, Shari Simard, and Sue Gentile. The Fantastic Five don't know what kind of careers they really want, but all like the idea of being able to dominate over any Man. Other impressive constituents on the team are AnneMarie Chicoine (Boom Boom) has 68 KO's, and 24 favorable decisions, and 14 opponents. F. J. Longo

A senior now at Bridgewater, Longo had done the impossible. He has earned playing on the men's hockey team. His contribution to the team was tremendous. His playing skills were unlike any other player in the sport today. He is without a doubt a trooper.

Sue Gentile

A senior member of the women's volleyball team has destroyed men of her own team by her 100% accurate killer serve. Previously four teammates are in critical condition, three have superficial fractures and one was lucky only to have a mild concussion. Gentile is feared by all teams, led by Bridgewater first. KO's and 28 favorable decisions, and 7 losses, and Jean Lattanzi(The Mouse) having 79 KO's and 24 favorable decisions, and 14 losses, Shari Simard (Leach), a versatile bowler, has 52 KO's, 17 favorable decisions and 5 losses. None of the Bridgewater Women have ever been knocked out or fallen to the mat. Hagler was impressed with his team's past records and only hopes to see them improve all the more.
The New Bridgewater Football team Line-up

"The Brute-ette Crew" From left to right are Denise Murphy, Heather Lambert, Suzanne Cournoyer, Stephanie Kozowyck, Jacqueline Lobos, Kelly Herman, and Jeanne Burke are all strong and mean players, who will stop at nothing to prove their dominance over anyone.

Man of the Year

This year the Boards of the NCAA, ECAC, and a collection of college athletic directors looked over all Division 1, 2 & 3 school athletes. Their objective was to find the best all-around athlete in the nation.

The boards met frequently for long periods of time looking for prospective candidates. Extensive scouting went into the program. By November, they were able to narrow the list to ten, until last night they announced the top three athletes in the nation.

Martin Lans was chosen unanimously by the joint boards. Lans is an all-around athlete in every sport such as football, basketball and spring soccer. In football, he averages 80 rushing yards a game, and kicks over 70 yards away for the same point. He is also a leader in basketball as well, where he scores roughly 42 points a game. Also, Lans has broken 18 goals back towards from slams and dance. In spring soccer, he is also a top scorer as well, averaging five to seven goals each half in a game.

"However, Lans is more than just an athlete" said the special committee. Lans, they said, carries a 4.0 in all of his classes. He is currently a Chemistry/Biology/Pre-med triple major with a concentration in Linguistics and Biochemistry. Lans is president of his class, an active member of three clubs and is now looking for something new and exciting to do.

Lans is known to attract a crowd, he is witty, funny, charming, intellectual and surround by boards of women. Though Mr. Lans wouldn't comment on his girlfriend's true name, he did say her nickname was "Mango Head."

Lans was happy for the choice number one in the nation, but says he really didn't expect to win the tough competition. He feels that the decision was the right one, and that he will be able to attend the banquet next week.

Vice President White saved by one vote

By Bryan Hope

The Student Government Association recently voted to sustain the "not guilty" verdict in the impeachment trial against SGA Vice President David White. The trial was held in the Council Chambers on Thursday, December 8.

The verdict of not guilty, which was conducted by secret ballot, was won by vote of 3 to 2. In order to convict a two-thirds majority, or 6 votes, was needed.

The trial began with Attorney General Craig Hall, and then White, making their opening arguments. Hall stated that he had listened to the testimony of the witnesses and felt that White had committed perjury. White said that he had been asked by the President of the United States to receive his trophy next week.

See Related Story Page 3

"Resignations follow verdict"